АННОТАЦИИ СТАТЕЙ НА АНГЛИЙСКОМ ЯЗЫКЕ

PHILOLOGY

P. 7. Zolotuhina O.YU. THE PROBLEM «CHRISTIANITY AND RUSSIAN LITERATURE» IN MODERN PHILOLOGY. The article is dedicated to development of the subject «Christianity and Russian literature» in modern literature science. The works of known scientists, denoted this problem, were analyzed and the main scientific, methodological approaches were revealed. The material on the subject of the study was collected in Russian national library and in Library to Academies of the sciences of Saint Petersburg.

P. 13. Yermolenkina I.I. THE PARTICULARLY OF LINGUO-COGNITIVE MODELING OF OPPOSITIONAL DISCOURSE (FOR INSTANCE V. SHENDEROVICH`S BROADCASTING). The article is devoted to the study of linguo-cognitive foundations which determine the formation of oppositional discourse in an informative type of radio. The main focus is on axiological vectors of discourse modeling.

P. 17. Ivanova N.L. ON THE HYDRONYMIC WORLDVIEW OF THE SELKUPS. Selkup hydronyms of Tomsk region are considered in present paper. The hydronyms are arranged into semantic groups; each group expresses certain features of the hydronym worldview of the Selkups. The analysis enables us to determine the peculiarities of the Selkup mentality.

P. 21. Kiprina S.V. TRAGEDY OF THE OPPRESSED CHILDHOOD IN THE NOVEL OF SUSAN HILL «I`M THE KING OF THE CASTLE». Critical literary article is devoted to the novel «I`m the King of the Castle» by Susan Hill. Analyzing the novel, the author attempts to reveal the leading motives of narration, to present the antinomy of the children`s images of Charles Kingshaw and Edmund Hooper, and also to show the development of their relations in the novel.

P. 25. Marchenkova I.S. NARRATIVE STRUCTURES AND SCHEMES OF «FAITS DIVERS» (ACCIDENTS). This article is about some peculiarities of inner organisation of French articles «faits divers» (accidents). In the article we write about the dominant forms of narration and also about the narrative structures and schemes of accidents.

P. 29. Sadalova T.M. THE RITUAL MAGIC FUNCTIONS OF ALTAI TALE IN THE TRADITIONAL SYSTEM OF SIBERIAN TYRKS. This article is about the particularities of Altai folk tradition, including the ritual magic functions of storytelling. The unique characteristics of Altai folktales manifest them-selves in the attitudes of the teller and listener, which transcend a mere frivolous perception of the tales and convey a deep belief in the reality of the narrated events.

P. 34. Tabalova I.V. «VOICES» OF SOVIET EPOCH IN POLYPHONIC STRUCTURE OF MODERN ANECDOTE. The article presents the text-building role of «soviet» cultural models remained in the basis of the modern realization of anecdote genre, and their role in carnival interpretation of modern reality.

P. 39. Emer J. THE ‘CHASTUSHKA’ AS A PEOPLE’S REFLECTION ON THE SYSTEM OF VALUES. The article presents evaluative models of the world which function in the ‘chastushka’. It characterizes the importance of the concept of ‘power’ in the system of esthetic representation of the evaluative perception of the modern folk consciousness.

PHILOSOPHY, SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCES

P. 43. Kosykhin V.G. NIHILISM AND MODERN ONTOLOGY. The article deals with the problem of nihilism in modern ontological theory. The nihilistic components of Heidegger’s philosophy are analyzed together with their influence on ontological thought in postmodernism, where nihilism takes a new form of «nihilism of possibility». Overcoming of nihilism, as the author suggests, can be found on the ways of universal ontological theory proposed by Losev. This theory understands being as an essence with hierarchical structure.

P. 48. Ladov V.A. THE DISCUSSION ON THE PRIVATE LANGUAGE: LINGUIST VERSUS PHILOSOPHER. The article is devoted to the discussion on the private language argument. The author wants to support the position already expressed by G.P. Baker and P.M.S. Hacker, adding to it yet one argument which may make this view more intelligible and clearer. The position consists in affirming that the so-called community view does not contradict the opposing view on the nature of language. The point is that these views consider language on different levels. One may compare these different levels of investigation of the subject with different questions that a linguist and a philosopher may try to decide when they analyze the language. In this case the researcher who shares the community view can be represented as a linguist and his opponent as a philosopher.

P. 55. Petrova E.V. SPECIFICS OF THE MODERN INTERETHNIC INTERACTION IN THE REPUBLIC OF BURYATIA. Peculiarities and character of the interethnic interaction communicating ethno-social groups in the Republic of Buryatia in the end of the XX – the beginning of the XXI centuries; the level of ethnic tolerance of the Russian population is considered in the article.

P. 58. Smirnov S.A. CORRELATION OF FAITH AND KNOWLEDGE: HISTORY AND MODERNITY. Modern scientific rationality is formed on the background of considerable dreading of being scientific, in the conditions of forming the interdisciplinary knowledge, common human values. With the transfer to the post-non-classical scientific paradigm, where another image of reality is being shaped, dialogue and evolutionary epistemology are being actualized, the problem of faith and knowledge demands new comprehension.

P. 62. Ulamov M.S. EURASIANIAM, ORTHODOXY AND BUDDHISM. The article is devoted to the creative heritage of the philosophers, followers of Eurasianiam, first of is to the spiritual end religious contents of their teaching. Emphases is focused on their comprehension of buddhism.
HISTORY

P. 66. Zubov V.E. ORGANIZATIONAL FEATURES OF MATERIAL/TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOR CIVIL SERVANTS’ FUNCTIONING IN POST-REFORM RUSSIA (SECOND HALF OF XIX CENTURY – EARLY PERIOD OF XX CENTURY). This article focuses on some features of material/technical support for civil servants’ activity related to their business trips, traveling and moving to new places of employment in post-reform Russia. Emphasis is placed on topical issues in this area, dynamics of changes and projects on restructuring the money allowance system.

P. 72. Korovin V.D. THE LOT OF SVIAZHSKIJ BOGORODICE-USPENSKIJ MONASTERY SUPERIORS DURING THE PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT AND THE SOVIET PERIOD. The article deals with the history of Sviazhskij Bogorodice-Uspenskij monastery in the first quarter of the XX century during the 1917 Revolution and the Civil War and it’s relations with the Soviet powers and NKVD.

P. 76. Kosterev A.G. ACTIVITY OF V.D. KUZNETZOV IN THE YEARS OF THE GREAT PATRIOTIC WAR. The paper is devoted to one of the most productive period in the live of V.D. Kuznetzov – Great Patriotic war. The fundamental directions of his science and managerial work are covered in this article.

P. 80. Nefedova E.V. THE NORTHERN DIMENSION INITIATIVE FROM CONSTRUCTIVIST AND LIBERAL INTERGOVERNMENTALIST APPROACHES. This work is devoted to the Northern Dimension Initiative. The article makes an attempt to explain two dependant variables: the creation of the Northern Dimension Initiative and the present state of the Initiative through the application of Constructivist and Liberal Intergovernmentalist approaches.

P. 83. Nikulin P.F. REPRODUCTION OF PEASANT HOUSEHOLDS IN WEST SIBERIA IN THE END OF XIX – THE BEGINNING OF THE XX CENTURY. The internal market factors of reproduction, functioning and development of peasant households in West Siberia in the end of the XIX century – the beginning of the XX century are observed. The research is based upon the data on households of 1901 Tomsk province agricultural census and the mathematical and statistical methods of data processing and analysis.

P. 90. Ochkanov S.A. PROBLEM OF WESTERN-EUROPEAN MILITARY-POLITICAL INTEGRATION IN THE FOREIGN POLICY OF GREAT BRITAIN, 1979–1997. REVIEW OF RUSSIAN AND FOREIGN LITERATURE. In this editorial the review of Russian and foreign literature, considering the different aspects of participation of Great Britain in military-political integration processes on the European continent is given. The author emphasizes the issues, which are not considered enough in existing literature and need to be studied more deeply.

LEGAL


P. 107. Antonov A.G. THE DISCHARGE AFTER COMMITTING ACTS, CONNECTED WITH THE WEAPON TRAFFIC, ITS MAIN PARTS, AMMUNITION AND EXPLOSIVE (CRIMINAL CODE, ART. 222; 223). This article is devoted to structure, content and essence of the notes to articles 222 and 223 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation.

P. 110. Ditzevich J.B. PERFECTION OF THE STATE ECOLOGICAL ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM AS A WAY OF EFFECTIVENESS INCREASE OF ECOLOGICAL CRIMINALITY PREVENTION. In the article the author touches the problem of one of the factors determining ecological criminality in Russia, namely low effectiveness of activity which is fulfilled by the environment preservation management authorities that is mainly caused by resent changes in the field of public ecological administration.

P. 112. Druzhinina J.F. WORK OF CIVIL LAW SCIENCE AS A SUBJECT MATTER OF COPYRIGHT. The Article is dedicated to one of the type object copyright – a work of science. The Author, approach to its frequent mate – a dissertation on competition degree candidate of the sciences on professions civil right, selects to particularities, allowing consider a work of science as person of the copyright object type.

P. 115. Lazinskiy I.V. ON THE PROBLEM OF IMPROVEMENT OF NORMS OF CRIMINAL LAW, PROTECTING PUBLIC RELATIONS IN THE ECONOMIC SPHERE. The problem of imperfection of the criminal law, currently in force, protecting public relations in the Economic sphere, is investigated in this article. The way to improve individual norms, of Criminal law, protecting public relations in the economic sphere is offered.
P. 117. Redko N.L. POLICE WATCH OVER CERTAIN CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS THROUGH LAW SYSTEM OF FRG. Bearing in mind the social importance of crime prevention, it is proposed to align the Russian law to the most effective law buses of the police departments’ crime-preventing work, using the experience of European countries and, above all, FRG.

P. 119. Ryakhovskaya T.I. INTERPRETATION AS A MODE OF ENSURING THE DIRECT FUNCTIONING OF THE RUSSIAN CONSTITUTION. Some issues relating to the activity of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation in the sphere of interpreting the constitutional rules are under constitution in the given article. It also deals with the problems of confirming this power in the Federal Constitutional law «On the Constitutional Court». The author believes that the interpretation of the fundamental law by the Constitutional Court means not only the concretization of the Constitution but ensures its direct functioning.

P. 123. Sizaya E.A. THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL LEGAL ACTS IN LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE PROCESS OF CRIMINAL EXECUTIVE SYSTEM IN RUSSIAN FEDERATION. The article deals with humanistic aspect of standards of international law and their positive influence to criminal executive legislation of the Russian federation; the problems of further improvement of the system of agencies and establishments executing criminal punishment; particular discrepancy of standards of international law and national legislation of Russia.

P. 126. Tatarkina K.P. THE FORM OF BARGAIN: PURPOSES, BASIS OF ESTABLISHING AND LEGAL SIGNIFICANCE. In the article the provisions of the Civil Code of Russian Federation which regulate the written form of bargains are analyzed. It reveals the aims of establishing the written form of expressing will in the bargain on the basis of the German civil doctrine. Paragraph 1 of Clause 161 of the Civil Code of Russian Federation which determines the general range of bargains that should be done in the simple written form is critically conceived.

ECONOMICS

P. 130. Akerman E.K. ACTUAL PROBLEMS OF INTEGRATION OF RUSSIA INTO THE WORLD BUSINESS COMMUNITY. Annotation: In the paper the main approaches and peculiarities of the economic integration of the countries into the world business community at the present stage of their development are considered. On the basis of the prognosis estimation of the long-term social-economic development of Russia by both national and international experts the peculiarities of integration of Russia are revealed with due regard of the present tendencies of its development.

P. 135. Afonasova M.A. MANAGEMENT OF STRUCTURAL PROPORTIONS OF ECONOMY OF REGION AS THE FACTOR OF INCREASE OF ITS COMPETITIVENESS. In this article important structural problems of economy and a direction of structural changes in the major branches of economy are analyzed and modern approaches and mechanisms of management of structural proportions of economy of region are considered.


P. 142. Baranova I. INDICATIVE APPROACH TO ESTIMATION OF PUBLIC FINANCES MANAGEMENT EFFICIENCY. The article deals with the elements of the indicative approach to evaluation of the public finance management efficiency; the types of the approach, the requirements and the principles of indicators development have been systematized. An integral indicator calculated with the help of «dimension methods» is suggested for an inter-regional comparative assessment of the public finance management efficiency. In conclusion the factors of a successful realization of the indicative approach are formulated.

P. 148. Bogomazova O.I. AGRICULTURAL INSURANCE IN A CONTROL SYSTEM OF RISKS. Insurance all over the world is considered one of the basic methods of risks management, including in agrarian sector. However programs of insurance frequently are inaccessible to many potential insurers of Russia. In given article we have tried to establish the reasons which constrain a supply and demand in this segment of the market and to plan ways for their elimination.


P. 160. Demchuk I. CREDIT RISK MANAGEMENT AND COMMERCIAL BANK RELIABILITY. The article deals with the problems concerning credit risk management system: its shaping up and functioning, it also suggests including stress management and other elements as subsystems and stress dependency of commercial bank financial stability and reliability on credit risk management efficiency and quality.

P. 166. Erohina T.B. THE TREND TO APPROACHING OF PR CONCEPTION AND MARKETING. PR may exist only in democratic community; the renewed dialog between the social groups in different spheres of social life can exist in democracy only. The groups searching for the mutual understanding are changing. At democracy everything including changes, indefatigable search of harmonization, PR is practical method such kind of such mutually advantageous search which has been not constrained neither rigid authority, nor metaphysical principles.

P. 170. Kazakov V.V. FOREIGN EXPERIENCE OF REGIONAL IMPROVEMENT. Federative States resolve problems of tax resources and satisfaction of regional requirements with the help of different methods depending on the level of decentralization and model of State management. Nowadays they distinguish three models of budget federalism – centralistic, decentralistic and cooperative.
The experience of budget federalism gathered in the world can be mainly used for the modernization of interbudgetal relationships in our country but with the consideration of Russian specific features.

P. 176. Meteleva E.R. WORKING OUT DECISIONS ON PROMOTING COMMUNICATION ACCESSIBILITY OF CITIES – CENTERS OF SIBERIAN FEDERAL DISTRICT’S REGIONS. The paper gives prove a necessity of working out a communication strategy of Siberian Federal District’s (SFD) cities. The concept of communication accessibility of city/region was introduced. A technology of site promoting in the World Wide Web was developed and its implementation concerning cities’ sites was proposed. A model conception of a large city’s site was worked out. A necessity of multilingual version of SFD regional centers’ sites developing under conditions of globalization was proved.

P. 184. Sannikova T.D. PROBLEMS VENTURE-INVESTMENTS WITH PARTICIPATION OF COMMERCIAL BANKS. In clause are considered modern problems of participation of the banking capital in venture-investment of innovative projects. The thesis about necessity of creation of the state system really stimulating development of investment and innovative activity of bank sector and increase of influence of bank investments on transition of the Russian economy on an innovative way of development proves.


PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGICS

P. 193. Konyzina M.S., Balashova E.Y. HIGHER MENTAL FUNCTIONS IN CALLOSAL PATHOLOGY. The article contain the complete analysis of the different aspects of the cerebral asymmetry and interhemispheric interaction. Authors describes the basic characteristics of the development of corpus callosum and other brain structures of interhemispheric transfer and coordination can be realized; and the neuropsychological analysis of 29 cases of different callosal pathology.

P. 201. Shishkova M.G. ORGANIZATION BUSINESS SUMMARY PUPIL OF THE VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS. Big importance in creative realization its I pupil of the vocational school has a summary of the businessperson as manifestation to creative activity, creative independance. In condition designed by us strategies, pupils enter in such relations and interactions, which in real life in given period for them unenforceable. Except this, pupils in scholastic activity not always have a possibility for manifestation of the varied creative abilities, since they not are always found in condition of creative searching for of the decision of the problem, result not on plan; well-timed undertaking the analysis result process creative activity, use varied acceptance, facilities, the forms and methods to creative efficiency itself, creative activity, creative independance, summary and so on.

BIOLOGY

P. 205. Wasserlauf I.A. DYNAMICS OF ORIENTATION OF CHROMOSOMES IN NUCLEUS OVARIAN NURSE CELLS IN SPECIES SUBGROUP D. MELANOGASTER AND SPECIES GROUP D. VIRILIS. The principles of three dimensional organizations of primary and secondary orders polytene chromosomes in ovarian nurse cells of Drosophila melanogaster were elucidated. The architecture of chromosomes discovered in ovarian nurse cells is tissue-specific and differs considerably from the organization of polytene chromosomes of somatic tissues. The essential differences in the architecture of polytene chromosomes in ovarian nurse cells between species subgroup D. melanogaster, and also between species group D. virilis. Detected alterations in chromosomes architecture confirm evolutionary trends previously revealed in species subgroup D. melanogaster, and also between species group D. virilis.

P. 215. Golovanova O.A. FEATURES PATHOGENIC CRYSTALGENESIS IN THE ORGANISM OF THE PERSON. Biological mineralization is an important biological process in living organism. It can be a normal phenomenon such as the formation of bone and teeth or a pathological process such as the formation of renal stones. In our research we studied the specific of nucleation and growth crystals calcium oxalate and hydroxyapatite in aqueous solutions with presence amino acids which are components of solution where crystal is formed in human organism. In our analyses we worked under conditions (temperature, concentration of solutions) whenever possible to in vivo.

P. 225. Krivets S.A., Bissirova E.M., Demidko D.A. VITALITY STRUCTURE OF SIBERIAN STONE PINE STANDS IN THE SOUTHEAST OF WESTERN SIBERIA. Using the modern methods of the forest health diagnosis, the vitality structure of the several stands of Siberian stone pine Pinus sibirica Du Tour in the taiga ecosystems in the south-east of Western Siberia has studied. By the example of the typical Siberian stone pine stands, growing in dewy habitats in middle taiga and near settlements in southern taiga it has been shown diversify their vitality state under the condition of the general weakening trend.

P. 232. Shternshis M.V., Maljarchuk A.A., Gouli V.V. STUDY OF ENTOMOPATHOGENIC FUNGUS METARHIZIUM ANISOPLIAE AS BIOLOGICAL RESOURCE FOR BIOCONTROL OF PHYTOPHAGOUS INSECTS. The activity of protease, lipase, chitinase, amylase and esterase of Metarhizium anisopliae (Metsch.) Sor. strains and its morphotypes together with stability to ultraviolet radiation (UVR) was studied as a characteristics of M. anisopliae biological resource. Fungal isolate with the most value of virulence also appeared to have the highest indexes of enzyme activity and stability to UVR. Antioxidant Tyrosol provided the protection to UVR partly.